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We have 
the most 
complete 

catalogue 
on the 

market.

TABARCA SPASFERA

TAPIA

01

Mid-high 
enclosures

High 
enclosures

02

Low 
enclosures

03

TABARCA IBIZA CAPRI ROTONDA CORFUPALMA COLUMBRETE 

Enclosures that make your pool a warm and pleasant space all year round.

Enclosures so you can enjoy a swim even in the coldest months. The maximum height is lower than 180 cm.

For protecting the pool during the months when it is not used. The maximum height is lower than 60 cm.

Flat 
enclosures

04

Spa 
enclosures

05

Large pool 
enclosures

06 Pool enclosures for public use such as hotels, campsites, housing estates, spa and wellness centres, etc.

CAPRI PALMA

CHYPRE

TABARCA XXL PALMA XXL
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MADEIRAMALTA

MALTA MADEIRA 

TABARCA 

Models that allow you to enjoy your spa even during the coldest months. 

The most modest of the collection. The maximum height is lower than 30 cm. 
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At Abrisol we think that an enclosure should fully meet customer 
needs.

After more than 25 years in the exclusive pool, terrace and spa 
enclosure sector, we consider that the trust our customers place in 
us is a privilege and a great responsibility.

Our experience and know-how are second to none, and encourage 
us to be constantly searching for innovative and original solutions 
for your project. 

Therefore, we have our own R&D+i department that works with 
state-of-the-art technology, regularly improving our enclosures in 
order to maintain an unmatched level of quality.

We will be able to make the enclosure of your dreams, because 
Abrisol not only sells enclosures, it designs them to your 
requirements.

ENCLOSURES FOR 
POOLS AND SPAS
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We are manufacturers

We can design your custom 
project

Abrisol designs, manufactures and assembles almost all 
of its enclosures and covers, without intermediaries.

Our aluminium profiles and Abrisol technology are 
patented and reflect more than 25 years of experience 
in the world of pool enclosures.

Engineers, technicians, operators, salespeople and customer 
service personnel work to make your dream into a practical 
project.

Our extensive catalogue of models o�ers a modern and 
functional design to meet your needs.

The mission of the Abrisol R&D department is to 
develop the best technologies on the market and 
anticipate future trends in enclosures.

Technology in construction evolves at a frenetic pace 
and Abrisol is always at the forefront when it comes 
to materials, comfort and e�ciency.

Abrisol R&D+i



An Abrisol enclosure enables you to 
enjoy the pool even in the coldest 
months.

Thanks to the greenhouse e�ect, you 
can increase the temperature of the 
water naturally (between 8 and 10 °C) 
and prevent heat loss through 
evaporation.

Covering the pool will also o�er safety 
for children, more enjoyment during 
the bathing season and less 
maintenance by protecting it from 
wind, rain and snow. 
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Why install an 
Abrisol enclosure in 
your home?
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Enjoy your pool all 
year round  

With all the benefits of hydrotherapy.

Health and well-being

In cleaning and maintenance products, 
as well as in energy for purification 
and heating systems.

Savings

For your convenience. Protects from 
dust, insects, dirt and dry leaves.

Cleaning

We have the most extensive catalogue 
on the market. 
Aesthetics and functionality are key.

Warranty

The water temperature will be higher 
naturally because of the greenhouse 

Swimming

For your peace of mind, avoiding 
accidents involving children and pets.

Safety



Structure

Abrisol has all the lacquer colours from the RAL chart. 
The most requested are the following:

Aluminium extruded at 500 ºC. The extrusion is performed according to EN 
755-9 and EN 1202 with ISO 9001 certification.
T5 and T6 heat treatment according to EN 755-2.

We customize the finish in gloss, matte, wood and textured (rough finish). 

Lacquering not only o�ers aesthetic solutions but also protects the material 
from corrosion, providing great resistance to impact, great flexibility, uniformity 
of thickness and resistance to external agents, preserving the colour and gloss 
for a long time.

These finishes will o�er you optimum resistance to climatic agents and UV 
radiation.

Our enclosures comply with the most demanding regulations in Europe in terms 
of structural strength and safety.
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RAL 7016. RAL 6009.RAL 7011RAL 9010. RAL 7035. RAL 8007. RAL 8014. RAL 9005.RAL 1013. RAL 3005.
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Protected on both sides from ultraviolet rays.

One of the most versatile thermoplastics on the market. Excellent 

transparency and surface gloss.

Extremely robust, resistant against impacts and abrasion. 

Exceptional properties against the weather. 

More solid and lighter than glass, and it is also a recyclable product.

If you want a top-of-the-range enclosure, you can opt for glass.

This is a laminated glass, which provides greater safety by being resistant to impacts.

Practically indistinguishable from monolithic glass with the same thickness, o�ering 

elegance to any space.

Laminated glass is resistant to breakage, and does not break when hit, thus preventing 

injury to people and damage to nearby objects. 

We also have a double glass with a chamber to improve the keep the cold out better for 

extreme climates.

TRANSPARENT COMPACT POLYCARBONATE

GLASS

Protected on both sides from ultraviolet rays.

Made up of several small, very thin plates that create a very 

solid structure, which is ideal for dealing with inclement 

weather.

Great resistance to impact and good light di�usion 

characteristics. 

It is very light and a very good thermal insulator.

ALVEOLAR POLYCARBONATE

Enclosure
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It is a pool enclosure composed of modules to be stacked in summer 
(uncovered) or extended in winter (covered).

The modules slide on the floor using wheels or rails, depending on the 
model and customer needs (configuration options).

What is a telescopic enclosure?

Fixed enclosures

Attached enclosures

Those that remain in place throughout the year.

They can increase the temperature of the water naturally through the 
greenhouse e�ect, or if you wish, by means of heating systems.

In summer it is possible to partially uncover the pool owing to the side 
doors and/or side hatches.

The perfect solution for pools that are near a wall.

If it is a wall of the house, it can even have a direct exit to the interior of 
the pool, thus turning the pool space into another room in the house, 
liveable and warm.
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Customisation

ROLLERS RAILS

OPENING SYSTEM

VENTILATION

MANUAL ONE 
PERSON

MANUAL TWO 
PEOPLE

MOTORIZED

x 2

DOUBLE SLIDING 
DOOR

SLIDING 
DOOR

DOUBLE SLIDING 
DOOR

SLIDING 
DOOR 

ACCORDION DOOR

TRANSPARENT 
POLYCARBONATE

ALVEOLAR 
POLYCARBONATE

GLASS SIDE 
HATCH

MOSQUITO NETVENTILATION 
GRILLE

SWING DOOR

FAÇADE AND REAR ACCESSES SLIDING SYSTEM

SIDE ACCESS

MATERIALS

HINGED 
FAÇADE 

No one knows better than you what you need for your pool.

We o�er a multitude of combinations for the enclosure of your dreams.

Our technical team will be happy to assist you in making decisions.

GENERAL CONFIGURATION
OPTIONS

TELESCOPIC CONFIGURATION 
OPTIONS



01 Project design

02 Manufacturing

03 Installation

04 After-sales Service

WE ACCOMPANY YOU IN THE PROCESS OF 
CREATING YOUR PROJECT

Contact our customer service team.
Describe your needs and a technical team will help you choose between the di�erent possibilities that 
Abrisol has for you.

We start with the manufacture of your custom enclosure, from the plans that you 
will have previously confirmed.

The logistics department will determine an installation date based on 
availability. 
In less time than you imagine, you will have the enclosure ready to 
enjoy.

Post-installation monitoring to verify that the 
installation has been carried out according to the 
contract terms.

A unique and custom concept for your pool, which meets your needs.
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Commercial Department
Are you interested in buying an Abrisol enclosure? 

Our team will be happy to advise you.

Finance department
Do you want to know the options to finance your enclosure? 

We have a tailor-made proposal.

After-sales Department
Do you have a problem with your enclosure? 

You can be sure that it can be solved.

(+34) 965 67 09 09
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ROOF MATERIAL

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR ACCESSES

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

OPTIONS DE CONFIGURATION
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Accès à la façade
DOUBLE SLIDING DOOR ACCORDION DOORSLIDING DOOR More than 20 years 

as a leader in pool 
enclosures

2021
Best Seller

High fixed Robust and elegant
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TABARCA
Fixed high enclosure that stands out for the robustness and elegance of its lines. It is 
characterized by its spectacular dome shape.

The mobile side panels allow a wide variety of opening options, despite it being a fixed 
enclosure.

Tabarca o�ers you the ideal option to turn the pool space into a room designed for 
relaxation.

The most successful tall 
enclosure model.h max=180 cm

Fixed
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TABARCA
Fixed high enclosure that stands out for the robustness and elegance of its lines. It is 
characterized by its spectacular dome shape.
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enclosure model.h max=180 cm

Fixed
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ROOF MATERIAL

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

FAÇADE AND REAR ACCESSES

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM

x 2
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ROOF MATERIAL

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

FAÇADE AND REAR ACCESSES

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM

x 2
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IBIZA
Telescopic

It can be enjoyed as both fixed and 
telescopic, with the advantages that 
this implies. 

Exclusive system of side hatches to 
increase access possibilities.

All this and its finishes make it the 
enclosure with the most options and 
configurations in the Abrisol catalogue.

The Ibiza model represents the best in 
Abrisol telescopic enclosure technology.

The telescopic version 
of the Tabarca model.
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This telescopic enclosure stands out for the simplicity of its lines and 
its ease of use. 

It is characterized by its classic pitched roof.

This enclosure design lets you be inside, comfortably making the most 
of the space, and when it is removed, it allows easy access to the 
swimming pool without any kind of obstacle that could hinder access.

What's more, when the modules are slid together, the roof is 
configured as a practical covered porch.

Fixed
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ROOF MATERIAL

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

FAÇADE AND REAR ACCESSES

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM

x 2
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ROOF MATERIAL

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

FAÇADE AND REAR ACCESSES

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM

x 2

CAPRI

ATTACHED CAPRI

This telescopic enclosure stands out for the simplicity of its lines 
and its ease of use. 

It is characterized by its classic pitched roof.

This enclosure design lets you be inside, comfortably making the 
most of the space, and when it is removed, it allows easy access to 
the swimming pool without any kind of obstacle that could hinder 
access.

What's more, when the modules are slid together, the roof is 
configured as a practical covered porch.

The perfect solution for pools near a wall. 

If it is a wall of the dwelling, you can even gain direct access to the 
interior of the pool with all the advantages that this entails.

It moves along a track system installed on the wall and via 
polyamide wheels running along the ground.
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Telescopic

h max=180 cm



ROOF MATERIAL

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

ACCÈS FAÇADE ET FOND

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM

x 2
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ROOF MATERIAL

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

ACCÈS FAÇADE ET FOND

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM

x 2
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Telescopic enclosure with five angles, which gives it a greater capacity to cover large 
pools.

Given the strength of the structure, it is also the best option for locations prone to 
adverse weather conditions, such as snow or strong wind.

You can choose between opening at one end or a central opening.

In its high-enclosure version, you can choose the opening option from the second 
module, turning the first module into a practical covered porch.
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"We were looking for a high enclosure that was resistant to the 
weight of snow that usually falls in the colder months.
The Palma option gave us the safety we needed."

Telescopic

h max=180 cm



ROOF MATERIAL

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR ACCESSES

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
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ROOF MATERIAL

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR ACCESSES

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
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Fixed

Columbrete is a classic enclosure with elegant lines.

The double-door is installed in the façade or the back 
without a track on the ground.

Sliding doors can be installed on the sides of each 
module to facilitate access and provide optimal 
ventilation.
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ROOF MATERIAL

MATÉRIEL DES LATÉRAUX

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

FAÇADE AND REAR ACCESSES

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM

x 2
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ROOF MATERIAL

MATÉRIEL DES LATÉRAUX

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

FAÇADE AND REAR ACCESSES

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM

x 2

Distinguished enclosure that combines the straight lines of its 
sides with the elegance of its curved roof.

The option of a ground track facilitates maximum sliding of the 
modules and allows intermediate openings and in both 
directions. At the same time, it provides you with greater 
stability and support.

Corfu can be manufactured to the height desired by the 
customer. It can also be attached to a façade.
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Telescopic
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2021
Best Seller

Abris Mi-Hauts
Practical and modern

ROOF MATERIAL

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILACIÓN

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM

major module
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Telescopic enclosure with soft curved lines, that 
stands out for its practicality and adaptability. 

Available in low and mid-high options (up to 1.80 m 
high in the largest module).

Its di�erent configuration options, both in the 
placement of the tracks and the size of the modules, 
allow this enclosure to be adapted to any type of pool.

Sliding of modules is independent and in both 
directions, which allows openings to be partial, total or 
intermediate.

Facade acces

Hinged door

Side sliding door

MALTA h max=180 

Telescopic



ROOF MATERIAL

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

FAÇADE AND REAR ACCESS

OPTIONS DE CONFIGURATION

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM
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Elegant hemispherical geometry enclosure that stands out for its ease of handling.

The sliding of the modules is always achieved by installing tracks at the sides, which 
will allow you to make intermediate openings.

You will love to experience the feeling of taking a swim in a bubble thanks to its curved 
roof. 

The space and freedom that only an enclosure like this can provide.

h max=180 

TelescopicMADEIRA
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The best alternative to 
roller blinds.
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2021
Top Seller

Low enclosures

ROOF MATERIAL

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM



The best alternative to 
roller blinds.
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2021
Top Seller

Low enclosures

ROOF MATERIAL

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM Enclosure that stands out for its discretion 
and its unbeatable value for money. 

Available in two heights: flat and low.

With a minimum width of 2.50 m and a 
maximum of 6.3 m, it can fit any pool.

As available options, we have di�erent 
opening possibilities: central or from one 
end. You also have the option of putting 
tracks (on one or both sides) or wheels on 
both sides.

You can install a side access on the larger 
module.

Premonted

Ready to install

FAST AND EASY

Take advantage of the 
pre-assembled pack to save on 

assembly costs

Competitive 
price

Fast and 
easy

TAPIA TELESCOPIC
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Telescopic
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"Our little grandson comes home on the weekends and we were 
worried that he might have an accident and fall into the pool by 
accident.
We decided to install Lanzarote, and we now have peace of mind 
to fully enjoy his visit."

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIALROOF MATERIAL

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

SIDE ACCESS
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"Our little grandson comes home on the weekends and we were 
worried that he might have an accident and fall into the pool by 
accident.
We decided to install Lanzarote, and we now have peace of mind 
to fully enjoy his visit."

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIALROOF MATERIAL

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

SIDE ACCESS

Low modern aerodynamic design enclosure, based on a system of independent lifting 
modules that allow side access to the pool.

Discreet and low profile, Lanzarote will take up very little space in your garden.

Custom-made in both width and height, it fits pools with little beach space or irregular 
shape.
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Liftable



ROOF MATERIAL

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

ACCÈS FAÇADE ET FOND

OPTIONS DE CONFIGURATION

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM
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ROOF MATERIAL

SIDE MATERIAL

FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIAL

SIDE ACCESS

VENTILATION

ACCÈS FAÇADE ET FOND

OPTIONS DE CONFIGURATION

SLIDING SYSTEM

OPENING SYSTEM
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Characterised by oblique sides and a curved roof, Chypre 
stands out for its updated style.

Thanks to its thermoformed polycarbonate plates, this model 
provides an enclosure without a joining profile between the 
roof and sides.

You will love to experience the feeling of taking a swim in a 
bubble, feeling the space and freedom that only an enclosure 
like this can provide you.
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Telescopic
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FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIALROOF MATERIAL

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
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FAÇADE AND REAR MATERIALROOF MATERIAL

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

TAPIA
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The most simple, practical and a�ordable way of protecting your pool all year round.

Virtually flat enclosure with removable and stackable modules. 

Each module has four handles for easy lifting.

Ideal enclosure for second homes, where the goal is protecting the pool for long 
periods at a very a�ordable price, but with higher quality and durability than conven-
tional tarpaulins. 

Fixed



SFERA

INNOVATION

ABRISOL

BEST
SELLER

Spherical-shaped spa enclosure with a telescopic structure for 
year-round enjoyment.

Enclosure formed by polycarbonate plates with double-sided UV filter 
to o�er a full panoramic view from your spa. 

Installation without tracks on the ground and with a variety of colours 
for the structure. 

Sfera: a perfect enclosure, the 
result of the creative work of the 

Abrisol technical team.
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ABRIS SPA TABARCA SPA
A spa enclosure in the shape of the Tabarca model.

Adapt the environment of your terrace or garden with a spa enclosure and enjoy unique 
and relaxing moments throughout the year.

Protection against extreme weather 

Makes the spa available all year round

Panoramic views

Fully customisable
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POOL 
ENCLOSURES 
FOR PUBLIC 
USE SUCH AS 
HOTELS, 
CAMPSITES, 
HOUSING 
ESTATES, SPA 
AND 
WELLNESS 
CENTRES, ETC.
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LARGE POOL ENCLOSURES

Enclosures specially designed for large swimming pools.

Complying with safety standards and o�ering the highest quality 
required by establishments open to the public.

Our exclusive technical solutions allow us to adapt to all 
configurations.

For this type of structure, Abrisol uses a high-strength aluminium 
alloy, with good welding capacity and corrosion resistance.
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(+34) 965 67 09 09


